
 

2021 EDITING/PUBLISHING AGREEMENT 

PARTIES OF INTEREST 

In the Author’s interest to contract with Janet Angelo of INDIEGO PUBLISHING LLC as Editor and Publisher, and 
in the Editor/Publisher’s interest to perform certain services for the Author, both parties understand and agree that the 
following is an EDITING/PUBLISHING AGREEMENT between the author, Author Name, (hereinafter called 
the Author), and Janet Angelo of INDIEGO PUBLISHING LLC (hereinafter called the Editor and Publisher). 

LICENSE TO PUBLISH 

The Author hereby grants to the Publisher the following non-exclusive rights and worldwide license to publish and sell 
the work, the work being a book (hereinafter referred to as such in this agreement) titled Book Title, published in the 
English language in the selected format(s) listed below: 

[ x ] Paperback 
[ x ] eBook 
[ x ] Hardcover 
[ x ] Audiobook  
 
 
PUBLISHING RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN 
The Author and Publisher agree to a total combined editing/publishing fee of ___________. 
 
AUTHOR WARRANTEES - PUBLISHING 

Author warrants that he/she is the Author and sole owner of the book or has been assigned the rights delineated 
above; that it is original and contains no matter unlawful in its content, nor does it violate the rights of any third party; 
that the book is not in the public domain. Author also warrants that these rights are owned or controlled by him/her 
without encumbrance, and the Author has full power to grant the listed title to be published by the Publisher. Author 
warrants that the manuscript submitted does not contain anything considered libelous, and it does not contain false or 
malicious information that could harm, defame, or injure the reputation of another individual. 

EDITORIAL TASKS 

The Editor agrees to do the following on the manuscript: 

• Copyediting for grammar, word usage, spelling, punctuation, sentence structure 
• Stylistic editing (clarifying meaning, polishing language; line-by-line editing for smoothness and clarity while 

maintaining author’s voice and style) 
• Developmental editing: suggestions for improvements in the big-picture aspects of the book, such as character 

and plot development; back story; additional writing needed to improve the narrative portions of the book; 
possible rearrangement of sections or chapters as needed; deletions of sections that are redundant or that 
detract from the story arc of the book. 



SCOPE OF THE EDITING PROCESS  

• Editor will edit the manuscript as described in the EDITORIAL TASKS section above, and send it to the 
Author for approval. The Editor will send two versions: one showing all editing marks using TRACK 
CHANGES in Microsoft Word, and a CLEAN version with the edits incorporated into it. 

• This will be done at each quarter stage of the book.  
• Author will make any revisions as necessary in the CLEAN version of the manuscript and answer any of the 

Editor’s queries, and return the manuscript to the Editor.  
• Editor will incorporate those changes or corrections into the manuscript and do a light second edit. 
• Editor will prepare a basic PDF for the author to send to his/her beta readers. If beta readers point out any 

true errors in the manuscript, the Editor will correct those while also doing a final proofread. 

CHANGES AND ADDITIONS 

The Editor will keep the Author informed of additional work that is required or recommended, and will request the 
Author’s approval for any additional work, associated expenses, and change in the project deadline. The Author and 
Editor agree that requests for additional work and renegotiated deadlines or fees will be in writing, sent via email. 

EDITOR WARRANTEES 

Editing is a process of offering advice and suggestions to the Author. While the Editor will make every effort to identify 
and bring questionable material to the Author’s attention, it is not possible to guarantee error-free content. The 
Editor’s responsibility is limited to notifying the Author of any suspected or unresolved issues within the edited work. 
The Author is responsible for accepting (or rejecting) the Editor’s suggestions and resolving any issues identified by the 
Editor (e.g., suspected plagiarism). Rejecting or disliking the Editor’s suggestions is not a basis for refusing to pay the 
fees outlined in this Agreement. 

INDEMNITY AND LIABILITY 

The Editor will comply with all applicable laws in the course of performing the services. The Author agrees to 
indemnify the Editor from any and all claims or demands, including legal fees, that arise out of any alleged libel, 
copyright infringement, or other legal or contractual issues created by the Author in writing, revising, publishing, or 
otherwise using the work. 

Failure to Perform: If the Editor cannot perform the duties outlined in this Agreement for reasons beyond the Author’s 
or Editor’s control, the Editor will refund any amount paid by the Author for services not delivered ({including any 
unearned portion/excluding any portion} of a deposit, if paid). The Author will not have any further liability with 
respect to the Agreement. 

ISBNs 

Publisher will obtain and assign unique ISBNs (International Standard Book Number), one for each edition of the book 
listed in this publishing agreement. Publisher will use the assigned ISBNs as part of the formal identification and 
metadata housed with Bowker, the agency that handles ISBNs in the US. Publisher will maintain all metadata with 
Bowker pertaining to the book. 

COPYRIGHT 

Publisher will register a copyright in the Author’s name with the United States Copyright Office for all versions of the 
book using the year of first release of the book. This registration will state that the Author owns the copyright. The 
Publisher also enforces Digital Rights Management (DRM) for all published versions of the ebook to protect the 
Author’s copyright. The Publisher will compile the Cataloging-in-Publication information for the book’s copyright 
page for proper cataloging and categorizing by librarians and booksellers.  



To summarize: The Publisher will put the copyright, the Library of Congress pre-assigned control number (PCN), the 
ISBNs, and the Cataloging-in-Publication information for the copyright page in the Author’s name. 

PUBLISHER’S NAME AND TRADEMARK 

The Author will not have rights to any trademark, service mark, trade name, or logo used by Publisher, unless 
permitted to do so in writing.  

RESERVED RIGHTS 

All rights in the book now existing or which may hereafter come into existence, except those hereby specifically granted 
to the Publisher, are reserved to and by the Author for the Author’s use. 

COMPETING WORKS 
 
The Author agrees that during the existence of this Agreement, Author will not prepare or cause to be prepared or 
published in Author’s name or otherwise, any book similar enough to this work to interfere with or injure the sale or 
distribution of the book herein specified. 
 
COVER DESIGN /TYPESETTING / EBOOK FORMATTING  

The Publisher shall provide a professional and original cover design for the book. The Publisher will be responsible for 
formatting the ebook cover and the print book covers (front-to-spine-to-back). If Author chooses at any time to 
terminate this publishing agreement, the unique cover design created by INDIEGO PUBLISHING cannot be used 
to republish the book with another publisher.  

AUTHOR’S DELIVERY OF MATERIALS TO PUBLISHER 

If the Publisher, in its sole discretion, reasonably deems the materials delivered by the Author, such as cover design 
elements, to be unacceptable in form, substance and quality, as befitting the professional standards of the Publisher to 
produce a book of the highest quality, the Publisher shall promptly advise the Author by written notice. The Publisher 
shall revise the materials to the reasonable satisfaction of the Publisher in conjunction with the cover designer and with 
the Author’s approval according to professional book publishing industry standards. 

PROOF COPY OF MANUSCRIPT 

Prior to publication, the Publisher shall provide the Author with a PDF proof of the book (cover and interior). The 
Author shall proof these materials and provide required feedback to the Publisher. The Author agrees to correct and 
return the proofs provided by the Publisher. The Author agrees to deliver to the Publisher final revised copy 
satisfactory to the Publisher in content and form. 

PUBLICATION: VERSIONS OF THE BOOK 

The Publisher shall provide an industry acceptable price, production, appearance, and format of the book. The 
Publisher will first publish the print book with Ingram Book Group to establish worldwide wholesale distribution, 
which includes listing the book in Ingram’s major marketing/distribution catalog, Ingram Advance. The Publisher will 
pay the annual fee to keep the book in Ingram’s wholesale distribution chain. The Publisher will then guide the Author 
to publish the paperback and ebook to the Author’s KDP account after the book has been published with Ingram and 
is live on Amazon. This will allow the Author’s retail sales royalties to be paid directly from Amazon into the Author’s 
bank account. 

SELLING PRICE 



The Publisher will set the retail price of the print book based on its total page count, trim size, and format in 
cooperation with requirements set by Ingram and KDP to cover printing costs, but also to earn a profit for the Author. 
The ebook will be set at the standard price of $3.99, which has been proved through industry research to be the best 
price for gaining the greatest number of ebook sales.  

BOOK SALES REVENUES 
 
Author will earn 100% of his/her *retail* royalties from paperback sales through the Author’s KDP account and 
other ebook retailers the Author utilizes if the Author chooses not to list the ebook exclusively with Amazon’s KDP 
Select, also known as Kindle Unlimited. The Author will also be paid retail royalties directly from Findaway Voices for 
audiobook sales with the various retailers that Findaway distributes to. 
 
The Publisher will pay the Author 50% of net revenues it receives from Lightning Source/Ingram Book Group for 
net copies sold of the paperback and hardback purchased through wholesale distribution.  
 
“Net copies sold” as used in this Agreement means the sale minus returns of any and all copies sold by the Publisher 
through conventional channels of distribution in the book trade. “Net revenues” as used in this Agreement refers to 
funds received by the Publisher from Lightning Source/Ingram for wholesale of copies of the book, minus returns, 
after deductions for currency exchange, printing costs, and wholesale discounts. 
 
PAYMENTS AND SALES REPORTS 
 
The Publisher agrees to pay wholesale revenues to the Author on or before the 20th of each month, through PayPal, 
and will send supporting copies of the Lightning Source-Ingram sales reports via email on the same day payment is 
made. 
 
CORRECTIONS TO THE BOOK AFTER PUBLICATION 

The Publisher strives to attain perfection in the final print version pdf and in the final ebook file before publishing the 
book. Therefore, if the Author directs the Publisher to alter the book after the formatting of the ebook is complete or 
after the PRINT book has been published, the Author understands and agrees that additional charges will be incurred 
for such corrections/changes/alterations.  

REVISIONS 

If at any time while this Agreement continues in force, the Publisher deems the publication of a new edition or revision 
of the Work desirable, it shall notify the Author in writing. If the Author is able and wishes to undertake the 
preparation of such a new edition or revision, s/he shall so inform the Publisher in writing within thirty days of receipt 
of said written notice. Such new edition or revision, if undertaken by the Author, shall contain such material as the 
Publisher and the Author agree to be appropriate thereto, and the date of delivery of the manuscript thereof shall also 
be established by mutual written agreement. If this agreed-upon revision requires editing, the fee for that will be 
determined and agreed upon at that time. 

FREE COPIES OF THE BOOK 

Publisher will provide the Author with six (6) free copies of the hardcover edition. The Author may purchase copies of 
the paperback at a discounted price from his/her own KDP account, and may purchase copies of the hardback at less 
than half price through the Publisher’s account with Ingram.  

PUBLISHER WILL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING BOOK PROMO/MARKETING SERVICES: 

• The Publisher will research the best keyword phrases to increase the book’s discoverability and relevance in 
search algorithms, and include those in the book’s metadata. 



• The Publisher will compile the book’s metadata and maintain it to exact specifications across all channels to 
increase the book’s visibility and discoverability. 

• The Publisher will guide the author to successfully utilize beta readers and early reviews to help launch the 
book with success. 

• The Publisher will showcase the book on the INDIEGO Publishing website and list it in the Publisher’s 
bookstore at www.indiegobookstore.com, on the INDIEGO LinkedIn page, in our Adobe Portfolio of 
Published Books (www.designindiego.com, and in our Book Wall with the Book2Look program.  

• The Publisher will pay to include the book in the Ingram Advance marketing catalog.  
• The Publisher will guide the Author as needed to run Kindle Countdown Deals and Free Book Giveaways for 

Kindle and Goodreads as and when requested. 
• The Publisher will pay to include the book in a one-year social media promotional campaign with WhizBuzz 

Books. 
• The Publisher will create a promo video for the book. 
• The Publisher will create a marketing biblet of the book that contain shoplinks to the Book2Look biblet website 

and to multiple booksellers. It also contains embed and social sharing features. This biblet can be embedded in 
emails, on websites, and in social media sites, and is a great marketing tool to increase visibility and sales of 
your book. 

TERM OF CONTRACT 

This publishing agreement shall extend continuously and indefinitely from the day the Publisher first releases the book 
for publication into the general market.  

TERMINATION OF CONTRACT 

The Author may terminate this contract with thirty days’ written notice or other receipted or traceable delivery service, 
including e-mail where return acknowledgment is received, and all rights granted the Publisher will immediately revert 
to the Author at the time of the termination. Upon this termination request by the Author, the Publisher will remove 
the book from Bowker’s ISBN database and from Ingram’s wholesale distribution channels, and the book will be 
considered out of print. The cover design will not be reusable if the Author republishes the book with another 
publisher for reasons stated earlier in this agreement. Be advised that termination of the contract does not entitle the 
Author to a refund of work completed in the course of publishing the book, including editing, formatting, cover design, 
and marketing/publishing the book as a paperback, an ebook, and a hardcover, because all of those services were 
required to prepare the book for publication.  

SCOPE OF PUBLISHING 

Based on the industry definition of an indie-hybrid partnership publisher, the Publisher shall collect a publishing fee 
from the author as specified in this agreement to edit, proofread, design, typeset, format, distribute, and publish the 
book, and to conduct initial book marketing. In exchange for Author’s payment, the Publisher will provide the goods, 
services, and consultation necessary to publish the book to the Publisher’s and the book industry’s professional 
standards. The Author understands that the Publisher serves as a facilitator to prepare the book for publication and 
make it available to the reading public worldwide through wholesale distribution and retail availability. However, the 
Publisher has no control over the number of copies the book will sell in perpetuity, and the Publisher makes no 
guarantee of sales whatsoever because the Publisher cannot control the retail book sales market or book buyers’ 
decisions.  

Janet Angelo | CEO, Publisher, Editor 

INDIEGO PUBLISHING LLC 

Date signed electronically: ____________ 


